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5 “The servant to defect”
Macbeth, impotence, and the
body politic
Julie Barmazel
Th’ attempt and not the deed/ Confounds us.
Lady Macbeth (2.2.10–11)1
The question of the Macbeths’ children—or lack thereof—has given a num-
ber of recent critics cause to contemplate Lady Macbeth’s potentially vexed
relationship with menstruation and childbirth, her role as a madwoman or
hysteric moved to murderousness by the vagaries of her womb as well as
those of her mind.2 Alice Fox, in particular, has noted that “a major fun-
ction of the imagery of obstetrics and gynecology in Macbeth” is to make
us “aware of the protagonists as human beings who want to have children
. . . as human beings whose desire for living children has been frustrated”
(“Obstetrics” 138). Indeed, the play returns relentlessly to images of bodily
frustration and inadequacy, especially with regard to reproduction, evi-
dencing what Gail Paster has characterized as a typically early modern
preoccupation with “bodily refinement and exquisite self-mastery” (14)—
both of which the Macbeths apparently lack. Such frustration with the body,
evoking fears of the inability to master one’s sexual and/or reproductive
functions, speaks to a profound anxiety about physiology characteristic
of the Renaissance imaginary: Shakespeare’s was an age, Paster reminds
us, “newly preoccupied with corporeal self-discipline” (10) and deeply influ-
enced by the notion of the humoral body, the idea that the body operated
fundamentally as a storehouse of unwieldy fluids that determined one’s
temperament.3
This body was thought to have very much a mind of its own: “Humoral
physiology ascribes to the workings of the internal organs an aspect of
agency, purposiveness, and plenitude to which the subject’s own will is often
decidedly irrelevant” (Paster 10). For early moderns, that is, the body was
viewed increasingly as a site of shameful unruliness, in which corporeal
imbalance would likely determine one’s state of mind and course of action
(or inaction). Through the metaphor of the body politic, the workings of the
body could also be used to understand the state of the state. As Gil Harris has
argued,
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[t]o an extent that has not been fully acknowledged, early modern English
versions of organic political analogy are similarly fixated with illness:
extensively informed by the emergent discourses of Renaissance physi-
ology, nosology, and pathology, elaborate accounts of the body politic’s
sundry diseases and their remedies make their first appearance in the
literature of the period. Political writers, playwrights, and pamphleteers
attempted to explain . . . the nature of the corpus politicum’s ills.
(Harris 3)
Macbeth can be viewed productively as one such text, as a play in which the
frailties and imbalances of the body are made to speak to state ills, and vice
versa. And while it has become a commonplace to view theater as “one of the
Renaissance’s most powerful and most ubiquitous mechanisms for explain-
ing and enforcing political structure” (Raber 299), I would redirect our atten-
tion to the ways Shakespeare’s play also does the reverse: to the playwright’s
tendency to characterize political structures as both inheriting and reflecting
the body’s infirmities—weaknesses over which the subject may have disturb-
ingly little control. If, as Frank Whigham has suggested, “[d]uring the early
seventeenth century Renaissance drama increasingly presented the body pol-
itic in privacy [and] Elizabethan political and social sins once portrayed with
armies and rebels and maps were often recast in terms of sexual deviation and
bodily excess” (Whigham 333), then Macbeth illustrates the extent to which
its playwright is also concerned with the body’s role in public politics; with
the primacy of the private(s), as it were. And while the play opens with
references to scenes of bloody battle, it reads for the most part as a tragedy of
a highly personal, bodily, and domestic nature, in which the intrapersonal
stakes are raised to the status of state business and state business is understood
primarily in terms of the body—and the marital bed.
Although a good deal of critical attention has been paid to the potentially
physiologically inflected language of Lady Macbeth’s speeches, the play’s
numerous allusions to her husband’s physiology have remained largely
underexplored.4 In this chapter, I would like to (re)turn our gaze to Macbeth’s
problematic body by looking at the play’s elaborate network of puns about
and allusions to Macbeth’s sexual dysfunction. These work to connect the
fruitlessness of Macbeth’s political aspirations with those of his body, ironic-
ally making both images more potent. Macbeth’s political sterility—his
pointless destructiveness, his lack of political heirs—reenacts and confirms
the sterility of his bed chamber; his power-lust is depicted in terms of poorly
managed bodily lust and a related imbalance of bodily fluids. In short (and I
use this term pointedly), Macbeth is impuissance embodied, and I shall
devote the rest of this chapter to underscoring the many ways in which the
play suggests a link among his physical, political, and moral disequilibria.
Such connections resonate with those made by James I and other writers of
the period, who saw kingship as bound up fundamentally with fatherhood,
and fatherhood with bodily mastery: for James, “a king is truly Parens
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patriae, the politic father of his people,” and is “rightly compared to a father
of children, and to a head of a body composed of divers members” (“A
Speech to the Lords and Commons of the Parliament at Whitehall [1610] and
“The True Law of Free Monarchies [1598], cited in Carroll 216–17).5 As
Alexandra Shepard has noted, “[a]lthough domestic advice dwelt extensively
on men’s mastery of others, it also emphasized that this was predicated on
their mastery of themselves” (77–78). Masculine self-governance, in turn, was
intimately linked with the management of bodily fluids: as Mark Breitenberg
has suggested, early moderns possessed a
model of normative humoural masculinity in which the body’s fluids are
carefully (and anxiously) regulated according to what is allowed to enter
and what must be expelled and in which all members of the body act
properly in accordance with their assigned places and designated func-
tions—an idealized vision of the masculine body as well as utopian
political state.
(Breitenberg 38–39)
If, as Shepard has said of the early modern period, “[t]he self-government
expected of manhood was the basis of men’s claims to authority” and “[m]en
could not govern others if they were unable to govern themselves” (70), then
Macbeth’s inability to master his sexuality and/or impregnate his wife implies
that he is also incapable of legitimately fathering a nation. (In the words of
Sir Robert Filmer [c.1630], “there is no monarchy, but paternal” [cited in
Stallybrass 131].) This would have been particularly pleasing to James I, who
traced his lineage to Malcolm and Fleance:6 the more “unnatural” Macbeth’s
sexuality appears, that is, the more “natural” the lines of descent from
Malcolm and Fleance to James I come to seem.
Among a cast of principals who appear either as parents or children or
both, it has often been noted, the Macbeths stand alone as childless and
un(re)productive: Duncan is at once the father of a nation and of Malcolm
and Donalbain; Banquo is aligned throughout the drama with his son Fleance;
Macduﬀ with his wife and precocious son; and the elder Siward with Young
Siward. While the drama revolves around what Shakespeare calls in his tenth
sonnet the making of “another self,” or procreation, only the Macbeths, the
Weird Sisters, and the Three Murderers lie outside the circle of generation,
in the “unnatural” realm of explicit self-interest and unapologetic self-
promotion, where a lack of oﬀspring hints at a concomitant lack of concern
for the well-being of society at large.7
The marked contrast between the fruitfulness of the play’s major—and
law-abiding—figures and the barrenness of the Macbeths encourages ques-
tions: Why are the Macbeths alone without heirs? “Or who is he so fond will
be the tomb/ Of his self-love to stop posterity?” (Sonnet 3). Has the pair’s
lack of children generated their present self-absorption, or vice versa? Have
they in fact chosen not to reproduce, or has their fate been determined by
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their physiology? By the end of the first act it is clear that Lady Macbeth’s
current state of childlessness is not likely due to any incapacity to bear chil-
dren on her part. She has, after all, “given suck, and know[s]/ How tender ’tis
to love the babe that milks me” (1.7.54–55). We are made to understand from
this speech that Lady Macbeth has mothered a child.8 Had she, then, a previ-
ous husband? Did her babe, or possibly babes, die during infancy? Such
speculation, encouraged by both the structure and language of the play, leads
to further questions still:9 What of Macbeth’s role in the marriage’s current
state of childlessness? Is Macbeth incapable of reproducing, or has he become
so estranged from his wife that they no longer expect intimacy? The couple’s
closeness at the start of the play would indicate the contrary: before the
Macbeths’ bloodlust changes them so much as to make their personalities
almost unrecognizable, the two clearly function in concert, something made
obvious both by the content of Macbeth’s letter to his wife in Act 1 and by
the fact of his having written to her immediately after having heard the “per-
fectest report” of the Weird Sisters (1.5.2). She is his “dearest partner of
greatness” (1.5.9–10), his “dearest chuck” (3.2.45), and theirs appears to be a
far from loveless marriage.
Given such intimacy, and in light of Lady Macbeth’s comments about
having nursed an infant in the past, the play seems to suggest that the res-
ponsibility for any reproductive problems the couple might have lies squarely
with Macbeth—and this despite the dominant early modern belief that
“[b]arrenness was . . . the fault of the woman” (Pollock 41).10 Lady Macbeth’s
explicit preoccupation with her body, and the suggestive language through
which she expresses this concern, help to underscore the notion that she is (or
at least believes herself to be) all too fertile, too womanly; so much so that she
must call upon the gods to “unsex” her if she is to commit murder (1.5.39)—
an act that, to the early moderns, was decidedly masculine.11 The play’s
implicit references to menstruation reinforce the notion that Lady Macbeth
is entirely too much dominated by her fertility, her female physiology, her
“nature,” to commit the “unnatural” act of murder:12 in a drama blood-
soaked from the start, Lady Macbeth is—to her frustration—steeped not
only in the innocent blood of her victims, but in her own menstrual blood, the
bodily issue that indicates both the possibility of giving birth and the (tempo-
rary) death of this opportunity, the very condition that defines the Macbeths
and their “unlineal” rule. Lady Macbeth is still susceptible to the “compunc-
tious visitings of nature” (1.5.43), to use the colloquial Renaissance term
for menstruation, and would have the spirits “make thick my blood” and
“Stop up th’access and passage to remorse” (1.5.41–42), which is to say that
her blood has not been “stopped-up” and that the reproductive capacity she
spurns is still very much extant within her.13 So, too, is the quality of mercy
that was thought to have attended it, and that will—by way of remorse—
eventually lead to her madness.14 Thus, while Macbeth refers to his wife’s
(masculine-inflected) “undaunted mettle” (1.7.73), we also sense that he
protests too much. The “masculine” vigor and violence with which Lady
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Macbeth attempts to renounce her body indicate that it possesses an equally
strong “femininity,” a femininity that is, ironically, the worthy opponent of her
malevolence—in large part because of its reproductive capacity and fluids.
Macbeth’s fearful, half-critical, half awe-filled urging that his wife “[b]ring
forth men-children only” (1.7.72) further underscores Lady Macbeth’s repro-
ductive potential, while simultaneously distancing Macbeth from the process
of generating heirs himself. His comment almost suggests a fantasy of will-
ful parthenogenesis on the part of his wife: it implies that Lady Macbeth
alone might assume responsibility for creating (and possess the power to
produce) her own issue—and to decide its sex, no less—while Macbeth’s
language clearly places him on the periphery of the process, passive and
inconsequential.
Such irrelevance will characterize Macbeth’s reign, as well. And through-
out the play, the king’s ultimate political inconsequentiality—his inability to
produce heirs who might legitimate and extend his reign—is made to resonate
with the language of bodily insuﬃciency, with the suggestion that Macbeth is
unable to extend himself physically, at least when it comes to pleasing his
wife. He appears in the play surrounded, variously, by the language of sexual
insuﬃciency and inadequacy (or “unmanned” manhood [3.4.73]) and mas-
turbatory excess—both of which would have arguably connoted humoral
imbalance to a Renaissance audience.15 If Lady Macbeth is too wet to com-
mit murder, in other words, her husband is depicted as too dry to act the part
of the proper man—in large part, we suspect, because he has already drained
himself “dry as hay” (to paraphrase the curse of the First Witch in 1.3.17). In
Act 3, for example, Macbeth claims that his “strange and self-abuse/ Is the
initiate fear that wants hard use” (3.4.142–43). While these lines are usually
taken to mean that Macbeth sees himself as an insuﬃciently hardened crim-
inal, as one who has allowed his fears about immoral acts to lead him to
hallucinate, the phrases “hard use” and “strange and self-abuse” may have
possessed masturbatory overtones.16 Like the subject of Shakespeare’s first
sonnet, Macbeth, too, apparently “[f]eeds’t [his] light’s flame with self-
substantial fuel,/ Making a famine where abundance lies.” Or, as Hecate says
directly on the heels of Macbeth’s comment, Macbeth “[l]oves for his own
ends” (3.5.13)—a pronouncement that resonates with Macbeth’s own
description of “a barren scepter in my gripe/ Thence to be wrenched with an
unlineal hand,/ No son of mine succeeding” (3.1.63–65), and his assertion:
“[s]trange things I have in head, that will to hand” (3.4.139). Lady Macbeth’s
“compunctious visitings” would have served as a monthly reminder of her
husband’s shortcomings in this regard: because his “will” is in his hand,
rather than her body, she will continue to bleed instead of becoming preg-
nant. “Yet here’s a spot . . . Out, damned spot! Out, I say! One, two. Why, then,
’tis time to do’t,” she famously says (5.1.27–31). Might not Lady Macbeth’s
horror at these imagined bloodstains reenact the monthly reminder that she is
not yet with child—a reminder still audible in her insistence that it is, once
again, “time to do’t”?17 Finally, if some of Macbeth’s own lines may be
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supposed to have had masturbatory implications, then so too might Angus’s
suspicion that Macbeth “does . . . feel/ his secret murders sticking on his
hands” (5.2.16–17).
Terms denoting sterility, and possibly connoting masturbation, abound in
this play—and why not? The Macbeths’ is, after all, a masturbatory reign,
insofar as its end is only to satisfy the couple’s (political) desires, without a
concern for the future of the nation. Macbeth’s “will”—signifying both his
political ambitions and his member—is, of course, mishandled; is insuﬃcient
to the task at hand. Macbeth speaks of having “no spur/ To prick the sides of
my intent” (1.7.25–26), but the implication is that this “rat without a tail”—
to paraphrase the First Witch again—actually has no “prick” to use with his
wife.18 His member is his first disobedient subject. The Porter’s innuendo-
riddled speech about drunken impotence, given just after Macbeth murders
the king and just before he returns to the scene to face Duncan’s sons, thus
serves as more than a brief comic interlude in the midst of profound horrors;
it strikes directly at the heart of the matter of the play. Drink, the porter says,
gives one the desire for sex while removing the means, making one unable to
“stand to.” In Macbeth’s words, “Our will became the servant to defect,/
Which else should free have wrought” (2.1.18–19). Shakespeare indicates that
Macbeth has been singularly unable to master his body, and by implication
will fail to master the body politic. Again, political and bodily terms are
conflated—so much so that Shakespeare even has his would-be king envision
his ascent to the throne in terms of penile suﬃciency: on the heels of the Weird
Sisters’ prophesy, Macbeth muses over what he describes as “the swelling act/
Of the imperial theme” (1.3.127–28), suggesting a link between the act of
becoming king and the ability to maintain an erection. This line also speaks
to the Captain’s earlier description of Macbeth’s adventures in battle: “So
from that spring whence comfort seemed to come/ Discomfort swells,” he says
(1.2.27–28). We are, in other words, encouraged to associate Macbeth with a
dysfunctional member—a defunct spring—from the start of the play, and to
view his rise to kingship as an unnatural attempt to shore up the masculinity
that he himself has weakened. Lady Macbeth will eventually reinforce this
image by accusing her husband of “unbend[ing]” his “noble strength”
(2.2.48), implying that both Macbeth’s political aspirations and his sex have
been mishandled.19 Macbeth, in turn, associates his ultimate commitment to
murderous deeds with a working penis: “I am settled,” he says in response to
his wife’s demands, “and bend up/ Each corporal agent to this terrible feat”
(1.7.79–80). The line implies that Macbeth sees murder as a means of “bend-
ing up” his “corporal agent,” as a way to have in marriage what he has only
recently had in battle: “cannons over-charged with double cracks,/ So they
doubly redoubled strokes upon the foe” (1.2.37–38). Lady Macbeth has cer-
tainly implied that her husband’s “cannon” has not been “overcharged” of
late, nor “stroking” at all, let alone “doubly.” Bearing in mind that “courage”
had indicated “lustiness” and “vital force” since at least the fifteenth century
and “sexual vigour and inclination” since at least the mid-sixteenth (Oxford
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English Dictionary 3), Lady Macbeth’s insistence that her husband “screw
[his] courage to the sticking-place” (1.7.60) also serves as a less-than-subtle
reminder of his usual failure in this regard.20
Lady Macbeth’s oft-cited aspersions against her husband’s manliness21
thus have a distinct materiality. The would-be queen’s rhetoric suggests that
Macbeth’s physical, emotional, and political weaknesses are unthinkable in
isolation—and that each must be corrected if the couple’s desires are to be
satisfied. Lady Macbeth’s promptings seem designed as a spur to a man who
has none, as a means to seeing her husband finally endowed by virtue of
being enthroned, and vice versa. All of this is necessary, she suggests, because
her husband’s “nature . . . is too full o’th’milk of human kindness/ To catch
the nearest way” (1.5.14–16), too full of womanly humor to carry out its
requisite functions. Again, bodies and wills collide in Shakespeare’s language.
“Nature” connotes menstrual blood, as well as the female genitalia;22 the
“milk of human kindness” that supposedly fills Macbeth’s “nature” betokens
a range of female bodily fluids (menstrual blood, mother’s milk), but at the
same time also suggests semen (OED 2b). Macbeth is thus both too much a
woman and too little a man. He is saturated with the bodily fluids associated
with childbearing, but without the children that should, to a Renaissance
mind, accompany them.23
Lady Macbeth’s charges do not refer merely to Macbeth’s metaphorical
“womanliness” or slack eﬀeminacy, then, but to what she characterizes as a
distinctly physical/sexual inadequacy, as well. “Are you a man?” she taunts.
“What, quite unmanned in folly?” (3.4.58 and 73).24 Lady Macbeth makes
clear that her opinion of her husband depends very much on Macbeth’s
proving that he is not, ultimately, to be “unmanned”:
. . . From this time
Such I account thy love. Art thou afeard
To be the same in thine own act and valour,
As thou art in desire? . . .
When you durst do it, then you were a man.
And to be more than what you were, you would
Be so much more the man.
(1.7.38–51)
Again, political ambitions are allied with sexual desire and ability. Bearing in
mind the bawdy implications of the First Witch’s “I’ll do, I’ll do, and I’ll do”
(1.3.9), Lady Macbeth’s “When you durst do it, then you were a man”
reinforces her already strong case against Macbeth’s potency (i.e. he hasn’t
yet “done it” with her) while simultaneously highlighting the couple’s working
assumption that Macbeth’s identity is dependent on his sexual proficiency, on
his ability to manage his member properly.25 Thus, while commentators some-
times encourage us to think of Macbeth’s murderousness as “in part an act of
love done to please his wife” (Wintle and Weis 143), his actions are perhaps
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better viewed as the desperate behavior of an “unmanned” man than they are
those of a simply doting, even uxorious, husband. The marriage that first
appears to us as supportive and collaborative turns out to be based on—or
perhaps to have devolved into—an “unnatural” alliance in which the “mascu-
line” female is forced to compensate for her husband’s physical insuﬃciency:
“Infirm of purpose!” she accuses him, “Give me the daggers” (2.2.55–56). It
is because Macbeth’s dagger is infirm, in other words, and because he has
kept hold of it, that his wife must make such a demand. By this point in the
play, it is clear that the Macbeths equate the king’s ability to rule with his
ability to master his sex. Not surprising, then, that Macbeth should describe
his murder of Duncan in terms of sexual conquest, equating his approach to
the king with that of Tarquin to Lucrece (2.1.55), and proclaiming after the
murder that he has finally “done the deed” (2.2.14).26 Perhaps more import-
antly, he has attempted to prove to himself that he can truly make good use
of his dagger. The tragedy of Macbeth, of course, is that his daggers (his
knife, his member) are misused, and thus lead only to destruction without
increase, to a (not so) petit mort that fails to provide what should “naturally”
follow: the planting and growth of Macbeth’s seed.
Given the logic of sex and death—or climax without result—that guides
Macbeth, it is fitting that the drama should repeatedly invoke the specter of
orgasm, as well. The term “come”—which the OED notes appeared in print
with its present connotation of reaching orgasm in 1650 (17), and which, I
suggest, would have held that meaning for Shakespeare at the start of the
century27—appears in Macbeth’s speeches and in speeches relating to him
with a noticeable regularity: “Macbeth doth come” (1.3.29); “Come what
come may” (1.3.145); “our thane is coming” (1.5.32); “Come, let me clutch
thee,” he says to the vision of the dagger (2.1.34); and “To bed, to bed; . . .
Come, come, come, come, give me your hand . . . to bed, to bed, to bed”
(5.1.56–58) his wife says to him in her reverie. The witches sing “Come away,
come away” (3.5) after discussing the fact that Macbeth, perhaps a man
whom they have already decided to “drain . . . as dry as hay” (1.3.17) and who
“loves for his own ends” (3.5.13), will “come to know his destiny” (3.5.17). A
common enough word, but it appears almost too often in Macbeth. Perhaps
this is because the doomed king has already “come” too much—but to no
good end—or because he will never come into his own, as it were. Perhaps the
witches are implying that Macbeth must “come” in order to fulfill his destiny,
while Lady Macbeth urges him to do what she knows all too well he cannot.
“The cry is still ‘They come!’ ” (5.5.2), Macbeth says of his enemies as the
play ends, in a comment that at once announces the presence of Malcolm,
Siward, and Macduﬀ and reminds us of the fundamental diﬀerence between
Macbeth and the rightful heirs to their titles. Malcolm has already hinted at
this discrepancy, in the account of his own character that he gives Macduﬀ:
Malcolm. I grant [Macbeth] bloody,
Luxurious, avaricious, false, deceitful,
Macbeth, impotence, and the body politic 125
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Sudden, malicious, smacking of every sin
That has a name. But there’s no bottom, none,
In my voluptuousness: your wives, your daughters,
Your matrons, and your maids could not fill up
The cistern of my lust, and my desire
All continent impediments would o’erbear,
That did oppose my will. Better Macbeth
Than such an one to reign.
(4.3.57–66)
The suggestion is that Macbeth represents the antithesis of Malcolm’s puta-
tive sexual prowess. If “Better that your wives, your daughters,/ Your
matrons, and your maids” should be unsafe in Malcolm’s presence than that
they should be ruled by one who poses no sexual threat whatever—whether
he be “luxurious” (i.e. lustful) or no. Taken as a whole, the play illustrates
precisely the dangers of having such a one as king.
Together, Shakespeare’s myriad allusions to Macbeth’s sexual dysfunction
promote the idea that his marriage has been as sterile as will be his reign, and
as terminal. The material and the marital thus speak to the martial and the
monarchical. In her longest speech about Macbeth, Hecate says “There
hangs a vap’rous drop profound;/ I’ll catch it ere it come to ground” (3.5.24–
25), indicating that Macbeth’s seed will never germinate, that, in contra-
distinction to Banquo, Macbeth will not be “planted,” will not be “full of
growing,” as Duncan says Banquo will be (1.4.28–29). For all of Macbeth’s
coming, then, he never arrives, his self-love remaining always his goal and
obstacle, and leading, finally, to his undoing. In the end, Macbeth loses the
scepter he had never learned to hold on to properly (despite, or because of, his
many attempts to do so), and, in a final emasculating blow that lends itself to
these sorts of readings, loses his head as well, making explicit the condition
that we have already been led to imagine throughout the body of the play.
Notes
1 This and all other quotations from Macbeth are taken from A.R. Braunmuller’s
New Cambridge Shakespeare edition of the play.
2 I am referring to L.C. Knights’s famous question, “How Many Children Had
Lady Macbeth?” (See his essay of the same title, reprinted in Explorations [London:
Chatto and Windus, 1946]). For treatments of the theme of childlessness in
Macbeth generally, see especially Calderwood; Davis; and Omberg. For discus-
sions of Lady Macbeth’s physiology in relation to this issue, see Fox (“Obstetrics”)
and Fox (“ ‘How Many Pregnancies’ ”); Adelman; Bristol; Levin.
3 “Every subject grew up with a common understanding of his or her body as a
semipermeable, irrigated container in which humors moved sluggishly. People
imagined that health consisted of a state of internal solubility to be perilously
maintained” (Paster 8).
4 For more on Lady Macbeth’s body and the critics, see note 2, above. A notable
exception to the general critical neglect of Macbeth’s body is Biggins, who pays
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significant attention to the metaphorical language surrounding Macbeth’s vexed
sexuality.
5 For more on the perception that patriarchy and monarchy were linked, see Jean E.
Graham, “The Performing Heir in Jonson’s Jacobean Masques”; Peter Stallybrass,
“Patriarchal Territories: The Body Enclosed”; and Jonathan Goldberg, “Fatherly
Authority: The Politics of Stuart Family Images.”
6 Wintle and Weis write: “James I and his children could claim descent from two of
the characters in Macbeth, Malcolm and Fleance, both sons of fathers murdered
in the play by the childless hero. . . . Banquo and his son Fleance were invented to
extend and dignify the somewhat obscure genealogy of the Stuarts when they
came to power in Scotland” (128).
7 Cf. Shakespeare’s Sonnet 9:
The world will be thy widow and still weep,
That thou no form of thee hast left behind . . .
No love toward others in that bosom sits
That on himself such murd’rous shame commits.
8 For a contrary view, see especially Stallybrass.
9 The play begins in medias res, a device that encourages an audience’s questions. As
James Calderwood has rightly noted: “We come in on the play . . . not at the
beginning, but in mid-hurly-burly . . . of course, under the classical heading of in
medias res, this is a perfectly respectable way to (not)-begin a play” (79).
10 Pollock goes on to suggest that “[i]f a male was capable of erection, he was
presumed potent; if he achieved penetration and ejaculation and yet conception
did not occur, then it was assumed that the woman was infertile” (41). I am
arguing that the play gives us every reason to imagine that Macbeth has not
achieved penetration.
11 For more on this subject, see especially Sandra Clark’s “Hic Mulier, Haec Vir, and
the Controversy over Masculine Women.” As Clark notes: “Many references to
masculine women mention their weapons and aggressive behavior” (170). Karen
L. Raber sums the situation up nicely:
Lady Macbeth’s apparent lack of children and her capacity to over-write her
mothering instinct with political ambition have been the subject of any
amount of critical speculation. It is fair to say at a bare minimum that
Shakespeare uses her present childlessness and her murderous speech to
emphasize the unnatural role she adopts when she seeks to move out of the
position of wife and mother and into the position of political advisor and
schemer. (313)
12 Cf. Bristol on the normative nature of such a view:
Knights expounds Lady Macbeth’s lines about murdering her own child as
the elaboration of the general theme of “unnatural” feelings. But why is it
unnatural to feel like dashing out the brains of your own baby? The inter-
pretation here obviously depends on a judgement about Lady Macbeth as a
mother. Her intended behaviour is “unnatural” only in relation to a norma-
tive inference that says mothers are supposed to love and protect their babies.
(24–25)
13 I owe this discussion of Lady Macbeth and menstruation to Fox and La Belle (see
especially Fox, “Obstetrics” 129 and La Belle 381–82). La Belle suggests that
“[w]hen [Lady Macbeth] pleads to ‘make thick my blood,/ Stop up th’access and
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passage to remorse,’ she is asking for the periodic flow to cease, the genital tract to
be blocked. Renaissance medical texts generally refer to the tract through which
the blood from the uterus is discharged as a ‘passage’ ” (382). Regarding Lady
Macbeth’s speech, I would also stress the strangeness of her describing her
monthly “visitings” as “compunctious” (i.e. conscience-stinging) rather than sim-
ply unwelcome, or perhaps bothersome. What is it about menstruation that would
produce in Lady Macbeth a conviction of sin or suggest the need for remorse,
rather than mere sadness? It seems more likely that the compunction she speaks of
belongs to her husband—it is he, she suggests, who should feel responsible for the
couple’s childlessness. This reading is strengthened when one considers that “spirit
is used to mean ‘semen’ in the opening line of Sonnet 129” (Biggins 265). In this
case, Lady Macbeth’s request in 1.5.38–46 might be paraphrased as, “Come,
semen . . . Make me pregnant.”
14 Note Gail Paster’s suggestion that “among . . . the several idioms of the Elizabethan-
Jacobean stage, [blood] is most often metonymy for important and laudable
qualities such as mercy, sacrifice, or passion” (65). Again, the play implies a con-
cordance between the body and the larger social order: in order to violate the
latter, Lady Macbeth insists that she must first experience bodily disorder (by way
of de-feminization).
15 Paster writes:
[S]exual intercourse was understood in the humoral economy as the bodily
expenditure of seminal fluid, to be regulated in both men and women for the
maintenance of health. Doctors had the support of humoral theory in pre-
scribing therapeutic sexual intercourse for sexually mature men and women
since the unnatural retention or expenditure of seed could produce humoral
imbalance or disease. (168–69)
For more on the complicated history of the cultural career of masturbation, spe-
cifically, see especially Stolberg, and cf. Laqueur. Also note that masturbation and
impotence had been linked long before Macbeth (Stolberg 703).
16 The term “use” would have signified sexual pleasure to a Renaissance audience.
(See especially Shakespeare’s twentieth sonnet.) As for “self-abuse,” in 1728,
Chambers notes that “Self-Abuse is a Phrase used by some late Writers for the
Crime of Self-Pollution” (cited in the OED). Whether or not Shakespeare was one
such late writer is debatable, but while Thomas W. Laqueur suggests in Solitary
Sex that masturbation was not viewed, specifically, as disease-inducing “self-
abuse” until 1712, the word “abuse” does figure in Shakespeare’s fourth sonnet, in
which masturbation (and its pitfalls) is the implied topic. (Sonnet 6 is similarly
focused.)
17 For more on Shakespeare’s use of “do” to connote the sex act, see especially
Biggins 262.
18 The OED notes examples of “prick” meaning penis as early as 1592, and suggests
that “tail” was used colloquially to mean penis as early as 1483. As Dennis Biggins
writes in “Sexuality, Witchcraft, and Violence in Macbeth,” the Witch “undoubt-
edly refers to her intention of draining the unfortunate man of his semen” (Biggins
257).
19 As Biggins suggests, “Lady Macbeth scornfully equates Macbeth’s quailing from
regicide with sexual nonperformance” (267).
20 The OED notes that “screw” first appeared in print with its sexual connotation in
1725 (which suggests that it would have been in common currency long before
this), and that a “sticking-place” refers to “the screwing-up of the peg of a musical
instrument until it becomes tightly fixed in the hole” (OED 2). As for the term
“courage,” Michael Davis treats the subject at length in “Courage and Impotence
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in Shakespeare’s Macbeth,” but without highlighting the sexual charge latent in
the word. “Courage is a martial virtue,” he writes (223), but I would take Lady
Macbeth’s speech to mean that she also values it as a marital virtue.
21 Patrick Colm Hogan, for example, writes of Lady Macbeth “chiding Macbeth for
his femininity” (388). Wintle and Weis note “her jibes at his lack of manliness”
(142). Stephanie Chamberlain complicates the question. She writes:
Scholars have traditionally read . . . her . . . “unsex me here” invocation as
evidence of Lady Macbeth’s attempt to seize a masculine power to further
Macbeth’s political goals. To overcome her husband’s feminized reticence,
Lady Macbeth assumes a masculinity she will prove unable to support. While
she clearly seeks power, such power is, I would argue, conditioned on mater-
nity, an ambiguous, conflicted status in early modern England. (72–73)
22 The OED gives examples of these uses in texts dated 1481, 1569, and 1607.
23 Cf. Biggins 262.
24 Here, “folly” can refer to sexual as well as irrational behavior. The term definitely
connotes the former in Othello (“She turned to folly; and she was a whore”
[5.2.131]) and Measure for Measure, where Isabella describes the licentious Angelo
as an “outward-sainted deputy,/ Whose settled visage and deliberate word/ Nips
youth i’th head, and follies doth enmew” (3.1.89–91). Lady Macbeth’s suggestion
seems to be both that Macbeth is unreasoning in thinking he has seen a ghost, and
emasculated—unable to act the part of a man during sex. Paster’s discussion of
early modern conceptions of the womb’s “thirst” for semen and its role in female
melancholy is also apt here (see especially Paster 58–62).
25 Cf. Carolyn Asp:
Only if he dares to do the deed will he be a man, and so much more the man,
in her esteem. The whole argument to murder is couched in sexual terms: she
accuses him of arousing her expectations and then failing to follow through
with action . . . When Macbeth appears after the murder she calls him “my
husband,” the only time in the play she addresses him by that familiar title
that emphasizes the sexual bond between them. (160–61)
Joanna Levin notes similarly: “As Lady Macbeth goads Macbeth on to murder,
their interaction can be read as a sexualized relation in which murderous intent
emerges as the final product” (42).
26 James L. Calderwood notes that “one way to interpret the Macbeth–Tarquin
equation would be to regard the murder as a metaphoric substitute for the sexual
act” (70).
27 For a compelling discussion of Shakespeare’s use of “come” to imply orgasm in
Julius Caesar, see Parker. Shakespeare implies a familiarity with the sexual impli-
cations of the term “come” in Measure for Measure, as well. In a particularly
innuendo-ridden conversation between Pompey and Escalus—in which the clown
alludes to pregnancy, prostitutes, and pudenda—the two exchange the following
dialogue:
Escalus. Come, you are a tedious fool, to the purpose: what was done to Elbow’s
wife, that he hath cause to complain of?
Come me to what was done to her.
Pompey. Sir, your honour cannot come to that yet.
Escalus. No, sir, nor I mean it not. (2.1.103–107)
My suggestion is that Lady Macbeth, unlike Escalus, does mean it.
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